DNA-binding proteins play a pivotal role in most of the biological reaction. They are defined as the amino acids directly involved DNA packaging, replication and activities. The knowledge of these properties are important for understanding the function of DNA-binding proteins (DNABPs). In the post-genomic era when the grown the of protein sequences appeared explosive, we urgently need a kind of method that can identify the DNA-binding protein in accordance with the sequences information in a fast and reliable manner. In order to resolve this problem, our team put forward a novel approach named iDNA-BiProt. In the process of the system, the protein sequence information was extracted by wavelets transforms and amino acid physicochemical properties. The overall accuracy obtained by Fuzzy K neighbor algorithm is 82.33%. It's expected this method can be an essential tool for the basic of drug design and further research.
Introduction
DNA-BPs are closely related to the control of cellular processes and play an important role in the epigenetic gene regulation in both life development and disease formation, hence they are considered as a major epigenetic mark responsible for silencing of the cell-fate regulators. In mammals, DNA-binding proteins help regulate the gene expression, DNA replication and DNA damage repair [1] . DNA-binding proteins control the gene activity, also called transcription factors, binding to DNA and acting as switches, either activating or repressing transcription of particular gene [2, 3] ; therefore, the knowledge of DNA-binding proteins is vitally important for both essential biomedicine research and the utility of drug development. In fact, during the last decade, some efforts have been made to use computational approach to identify the DNAbinding proteins. For instance, Fang incorporated Chou's PseAAC with other sequence information to predict DNA-BPs. Lin enveloped a method, called iDNA-Prot by mixing extracted traits information to the normal PSeAAC (pseudo amino acid composition) in order to foresee the DNA-BPs. The algorithm is a random forest. Lou et al. proposed a means, called DBPPred on the basis of the hybrid feature selection of DNA-binding proteins [4] . Liu et al. developed a novel predictor, named iDNA-Prot|dis, that the DNA-binding proteins sequence can be formulated by a usual PseAAC vector which combines the amino acid simplified alphabet profile and the distance-pair coupling information [5] . It should be shown that most of usual existing predictors spent a lot of time for a simply single prediction. As an efficient output tool in managing a large quantity of protein sequences, if the predictor costs little time in dealing with the query object, it will become a much more useful output tool. The present document was motivated to explore a newfangled forecaster in this regard by addressing the drawback mentioned above. A flowchart is a direct picture to state the flow of the iDNA-BiProt predictor to be observed as below in 
Material and Method

Benchmark Datasets
The basic set S for the DNA-BPs and non DNA-BPs was taken from Liu et al. [5] . 
Representation of Protein Chains
In order to invent a powerful predictor for identifying DNA-BPs as to the sequence information, the crucial steps of formulating the peptide chains are a kind of utile and practical mathematical expressions that can describe the sequence information veridically. In order to achieve this goal, the PseAAC was proposed to avert the missing of essential sequential information.
With the pseudo amino acid composition that a query protein sequence can be described as a discrete numbers, a sequence P can be stated as: 1 2 [ , , ,
2) where T stands for transpose operation and the symbol Ω is the subscript of Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 ,…Ψ Ω . To squeeze the information of the protein, P decides the value of Ω together with Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 ,…Ψ Ω while acquiring much more vital information, we do not feel hesitated to use physicochemical property and the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).
Physicochemical
Each of the residues in relation to protein has many physicochemical properties. In this study, the following seven physicochemical properties have been adopted: (1)Ξ Table 1 . Thus, in accordance with the seven Ξ physicochemical properties, the protein P of Eq.2.2 is able to be formulated with a 7×L physicochemical property matrix given as follows
where ( )
is the value of ( 1, 2,3, 4,5, 6, 7)
Before substituting these physiochemical values into Eq. 2.3, the initial values of the seven descriptors for the basic 20 native amino acids are shown in Table 1 for
, they are all attached to a stand conversion, which can be formulated as
where '< >' represents the mean values of amino acids and SD represents the seven different standard deviations. The elements of 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
The DWT analysis can resolve the protein sequence into different dilation coefficients and then get rid of the Interference elements; therefore, it is capable of providing people with partial formation of sequences that can much effectively embody the sequential results. When DWT is used on any of the seven numerical series for protein P (cf. Eq.2.2), we can view it as a discrete time series with the 1 st residue as t = 1 , the 2 nd residue as t = 2 , and so forth. The discrete time series thus obtained is input into a high-pass filter and a low-pass filter. The coefficients thus obtained can be approximately used for the signal's high scale and low frequency components. As a matter of fact, such transform is to be used recursively on the low pass series with the Mallat algorithm [6] until the anticipated results of iterations are achieved.
In this paper, the decomposition level l = 4 has been selected to represent a sample, which is similar to the treatment [7] . Accordingly, we can obtain (4 + 1) = 5 sub-bands when the discrete series P is decomposed by DWT with level l = 4 . Each of the five sub-bands has four coefficients: (1) a j , the max of the wavelet coefficients in the j-th sub-band; (2) b j the mean wavelet coefficients in the j-th subband; (3) g j the min wavelet coefficients in the j-th sub-band; (4) d j the wavelet coefficient's standard deviation in the j-th sub-band . Thus, in a way quite to the treatment [8] , each of the components in Eq.2.2, we can get a feature vector Ω =5×4=20 components by using each of the seven physicochemical properties of Eq.2.3; in other words, we have seven different modes of PseAAC as given below
Note that when using each of the seven different physicochemical features (cf. Eq.2.3) in turn, we can generate seven different PseAAC vectors to represent the same protein pair, as formulated by
Learning Algorithm
The Fuzzy KNN algorithm is one of the meaningful classifiers for classification prediction. According to the algorithm rule, given a sample unknown of the labels, their labels are distributed the same the labels of their KNN neighbors in the traindata.
The above algorithm is a member of the KNN family. In this study, the following equation has been used for classification. Suppose P 1 ,P 2 ,…,P N be the vector group which represents a proteins sequence P in the training dataset divided into two types: C 1 and C 2 , where C 1 represents the DNA-binding protein and C 2 represents non DNA-binding protein. Consequently, given a protein sequence P, the value of the fuzzy degree of membership for the i-th class can be formulated as below:
The letter K represents the amount of the neighbors, for a protein P belong to i-th class the ( ) 
Discussion and Result
For the sake of predicting the potential DNA-binding protein and improving the accuracy, we've used the known DNA-binding protein as the train dataset. The predictor has been developed via the above procedures.
In term of statistical forecast, the jackknife validation independent dataset test and subsampling (five ,seven, ten fold) are often applied to inspect the performance properties of a designed predictor about its efficacy in real application; however, as confirmed and demonstrated by some experts within three verification methods, only the jackknife verification has yielded an accurate result. Thus, the jackknife verification method will be implemented on the basic dataset.
The jackknife validation rate achieved by iDNA-BiProt for the DNA-binding protein predictor system is given in Table 3 , respectively. The 2D searching to optimize the overall rate gets the value of K and m utility in Eq.3.1. The result was obtained in Fig.2 , through which we've found when m=1.21and k= 10 the predictor reached its optimized status.
As is known to all in the Table 3 , the accuracy achieved by iDNA-BiProt for the DNAbinding predictor system was 82.33% in the benchmark dataset; at meanwhile, we can see that the corresponding MCC were 64.65%, (Sn=83.17%, Sp=81.58%).
In order to further approve its power, let's compare iDNA-BiProt with the existing predictor in this area. The best way to compare them is though practical application. Let's compare the accuracy in the benchmark dataset. Here we've compared iDNA-BiProt with the two predictor iDNA-Prot|dis [5] and iDNA-Prot [9] on the basis of the sequence predictor. As we can see from the Table 3 , the accuracy of the predictor on the dataset achieved by iDNABiProt is remarkably higher than those by its counterparts. These results have clearly indicated that iDNA-BiProt is superior to its counterparts in predicting the DNA-binding protein. From [9] . 
Conclusion
In order to timely acquire the information of the iDNA-binding protein in DNA sequence, it is important to carry out in-depth study of DNA function and develop new drug. In my manuscript, we developed a novel method for the forecast of DNA-BPs via the comprising information from Chemical and Physical properties of DNA-proteins and nucleotides composition. The results were very promising and it is anticipated that our predictor should be also used to solve many other genome research problems.
